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(2003a, p. 5) claim that ‘Until the 1960s, most
scholars who studied social movements were
frightened of them.’
The 1960s and 1970s saw a radical rethink. The
American civil rights movement could hardly be dismissed as irrational, while Vietnam and the draft
propelled parts of the educated American middle
class into anti-war movements. As intellectuals
became more critical of government, so their treatment of social movements became more positive.
Especially in the United States, movements were
judged to be engaged in ‘rational, purposeful and
organized action’, mobilizing resources in pursuit of
political goals (Tilly, 1978). As with public interest
groups, they were now reinterpreted as a component
of normal politics.
Reviewing this revised perspective at the end of
the twentieth century, della Porta and Diani (1999,
p. 10) concluded that ‘it is no longer possible to
define movements in a prejudicial sense as phenomena which are marginal and anti-institutional.
A more fruitful interpretation towards the political
interpretation of contemporary movements has
been established.’
It is certainly worth noting that the movement
activists of the 1960s resembled the social profile of
participants in orthodox politics. In both spheres,
they tended to be well-educated, articulate, young
people from middle-class backgrounds: ‘the higher
the level of education, the higher the percentage of
people who engage in protest’ (Rucht, 2007, p. 715).
At the level of the political system, too, modernity
seems to catalyze unorthodox activism: ‘protest is
facilitated by a syndrome of factors found in
advanced industrial democracies: affluence, open
and effective political institutions, and post-material
values’ (Dalton and van Sickle, 2005, p. 16).
More than a few leaders of social movements
switched to orthodox politics as they aged; many a
protest activist of the 1960s turned into a party
leader by the century’s end. Prominent examples
included Joschka Fischer, Germany’s foreign minister 1998–2005, and Peter Hain, a minister in Tony
Blair’s Labour government in Britain. For all the stylistic contrast between mainstream and movement
politics, one function of movements has been to
provide a training ground for future national
leaders. In this way, too, protest activity has entered,
and helped, the mainstream.

Developments in communications have lowered
the barriers to entry for new movements, facilitating
their rapid emergence when ordinary politics has
been deemed to fail. Take the protest in Britain in
2000 against the country’s high tax on petrol (Joyce,
2002). A diverse network of British farmers and road
hauliers blocked petrol refineries in a series of
protests coordinated by mobile telephones. The
action quickly created a national fuel crisis.
Mass communication also facilitates simultaneous global protest with virtually no central leadership at all; people in one country simply hear
what is planned elsewhere and decide to join in.
The international protests in a single weekend in
2003 against the invasion of Iraq provide a remarkable example. Bennett (2005, p. 207) reckons this
protest, which provided a shared label for people
from different backgrounds as well as countries, was
‘the largest simultaneous multinational demonstration in recorded history’ (Table 8.3). As Bennett
(2005, p. 205) writes, ‘such applications of communication technology favour loosely linked distributed networks that are minimally dependent on
central coordination, leaders or ideological
commitment’.
Table 8.3 Not in my name: the largest demonstrations against the Iraq War by city, 15–16 February
2003
Over a single weekend, an estimated six million people took
part in demonstrations in 600 or so cities against the
American-led war in Iraq. These rallies show how transnational protest can occur with minimal central leadership.
Estimated number of protestors
Rome
Barcelona
London
Madrid
Berlin
Paris
Sydney
Damascus
Melbourne
New York

Up to 3,000,000
1,300,000
1,000,000
600,000
500,000
200,000
200,000
Up to 200,000
160,000
100,000

Source: Figures are estimates reported in the Financial Times, 17
February 2003.

